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Abstract 
Analytical solutions of the edge states were obtained for the (N, 0) type carbon nanotubes 
with distorted ending bonds. It was found that the edge states are mixed via the distortion. The 
total energies for N=5 and  are lower in the asymmetric configurations of ending bonds 
than those having axial rotation symmetry. Thereby the symmetry is breaking spontaneously. 
The results imply that the symmetry of electronic states at the apex depends on the occupation; 
the electron density pattern at the apex could change dramatically and could be controlled by 
applying an external field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Generally, the performance of nano-devices depends strongly on boundary conditions. The 
nanotube-based field emission (FE) devices, such as flat panel displays, molecular sensors, 
and scanning tunneling microscope 1 are typical examples, of which the ending structure plays 
a decisive role. The process of FE is basically quantum tunneling of electrons through the 
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potential barrier between the nanotube apex and the vacuum. Therefore it is very sensitive to 
both the applied field and the electronic structure of the apex.2,3 The present paper is 
interested in the symmetry of the electron structure at the apex.  
The zigzag single-walled carbon nanotube (ZSWCNT) is a graphene with zigzag edge 
rolled up into a cylinder. It had been known that the (N, 0) type ZSWCNT is semimetallic if N 
has a factor 3, otherwise semiconducting. However, in the FE, the edge states are more 
relevant. 4 The peculiar edge states (ES) of graphene ribbons with zigzag edges 5,6 have 
attracted great interest as it had been predicted theoretically that the edge states have 
surprising electronic and magnetic properties, 7 and as it had been possible to investigate the 
single-layered graphene experimentally. 8 It is desirable to reinvestigate the edge states of 
ZSWCNTs on this background since the FE is sensitive to the edge properties. 9-11 Many 
efforts had been dedicated to the calculation of electronic structure of the SWCNT apex via, 
for instances, tight binding (TB) method, 3,12 semiclassical modeling, 13 and ab initio 
simulation. 10,14 However, in these studies, the coupling between the ES and the structure 
distortion has not been fully addressed. The present paper shows that the coupling will break 
the axial rotation symmetry and has strong effect on the FE image of the ZSWCNT. 
The physical origin of the symmetry breaking is resembled to the Peierls instability, or 
more generally to the Jahn-Teller effect, where no external force is directly involved in the 
symmetry breaking. In the Peierls instability, the coupling of phonon modes and electron 
states near Fermi level leads to a lattice distortion that opens a gap between the conduction 
band and the valence band. In principle this can happen, as had been discussed for the 
graphene ribbons with zigzag edges. 6,15 However, it had been known that the increase of gap 
due to the Peierls instability in SWCNTs is greatly suppressed and thus hard to be observed. 12 
Instead, we found that the symmetry breaking of the ES is large due to the distortion of 
carbon-hydrogen bonds (C-H bonds) which terminate the ZSWCNT. The symmetry breaking 
can be manifested as an asymmetric FE image which would be detectable in the FE 
experiment. The spontaneous breaking of symmetry as one of the most profound physical 
concepts has shown its importance in the fields of condensed matters and elementary particles. 
It should be interesting to see an instance of spontaneous symmetry breaking in nano-systems. 
In Section II, the solution of the ES first given by Klein and Fujita et al. 6,7 will be 
recalled and applied to the ZSWCNT, with presumed axial symmetry. In Section III, the 
interaction potential originated from the distortion of the ending C-H bonds is discussed. As a 
consequence, the axial rotation symmetry of the ES is broken spontaneously. The last section 
is devoted to discussions and summary. 
 
FIG. 1.  The (7, 0) ZSWCNT with 8 rows of carbons is presented. The nanotube is spread on a 
plane. The nodes are carbon atoms, with the top bonds saturated by hydrogen atoms. The dashed 
lines are the distorted C-H bonds. The j-th unit cell is indicated by the dotted square box in (a), and 
is re-given in (b) where carbons are labeled by the row number.  
 
 
II. EDGE STATES OF ZSWCNT 
The atomic structure of the ZSWCNT is presented in Fig.1. The carbon sheet forms a 
bipartite lattice where the carbons can be divided into A and B sublattices, each of them forms 
a triangle lattice. The top bonds are saturated by hydrogen atoms. Each row consists of N 
atoms. The carbons on the edge of the left hand side should be understood as the same as 
those on edge of the right hand side. Ignoring the curvature effects, the ZSWCNT is treated as 
the zigzag graphene ribbon with periodic boundary condition, and the Cartesian coordinate as 
presented in Fig.1 is used. The axial rotation becomes the transversal translation. If N is 
infinite, this treatment is exact. For finite N, as far as local properties are concerned, the 
ignorance of curvature effects should be acceptable.  
The eigenstates of the Hückel model of the zigzag graphene ribbon have been solved and 
the ES at the Fermi level have been found. 5,6 Their results can be applied to the ZSWCNT 
directly. However, the continuous transversal lattice wave number of the graphene is replaced 
by a discrete set of numbers in the ZSWCNT. The main results will be reviewed with our 
notations in this section. 
Only the 2pz states (z direction perpendicular to the plane) will be considered. For a 
ZSWCNT of M rows of carbons, there are M relevant atomic states, { }jm  in the j-th cell. 
Their wave functions are 
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Where mjr
v is the position of the m-th carbon in the j-th unit cell. As shown in Fig1 (b), m is 
also the row label. The wave function )(rvψ  is presumably the 2pz orbital in an effective 
symmetric crystal potential, with the atomic energy 0ε  (it is set to zero here). For a (N, 0) 
ZSWCNT, . Due to the axial symmetry, the molecular orbitals can be expanded 
via Bloch waves. The Bloch waves are 
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The periodic boundary condition in x direction requires that )/(2 Nalkl π= , with l = 0,1,…,N-
1. The sublattice spacing is known as a=2.494Å. The molecular orbitals are linear 
combinations of the Bloch waves 
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For our model, )cos(21 lth ϕ=  and th =2 , with 2/akll =ϕ  and jj mmt )1( += . The 
eigenvalues of  are the energies of the molecular orbitals. In the TB approximation, the 
transfer integral t is usually determined by fitting the ab initio results, which has the value t =-
3.033 eV for SWCNTs. Note that k
)(
0
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N/2 =π/a is the decoupling point (D point) where . At 
this point, 
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7 the electron is exactly localized at the end row of carbons, with the 1,2/, mNm iC δ−=  
or  . Where W=M/2 for even M. This edge state exists only for even N. 
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Where lθ  satisfies 
                            0)sin())1sin(( =++ lll WcW θθ                            (7) 
We have defined )cos2/(1/ 12 ll hhc ϕ==  and assumed that M is even. There are M real lθ  
being solutions of (7) for . It has been noted by Klein that, as  increases, 
the largest solution of 
WWcl /)1(|| +< || lc
lθ  drifts towards π  and will move off the real axis into the complex 
plane, become a complex solution ll iαπθ +=  when WWcl /)1(|| +> . Correspondingly, the 
states are localized at either edges, and referred to as edge states (ES). For infinite W, lα  is 
asymptotically given by ||ln ll c=α . The criterion for the ES turns out to be 
)3/(4)3/(2 aka l ππ << , i.e., N/3 < l < 2N/3, with the boundary values so-called K points 
corresponding to two degenerated extended states. The energies of the ES approach zero (that 
is the Fermi level) asymptotically for large M. There are two ES for each  that satisfies the 
criterion, corresponding to two edges of the ZSWCNT respectively. For the FE process, only 
the ES associated to the up-edge is interesting. The normalized amplitudes, for  not at the D 
point, are known as 
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These states have the axial symmetry and are localized at the up-edge, hereafter it will be 
referred to as symmetric up-edge states (SUES). At zero temperature, each SUES is occupied 
by one electron (either spin up or spin down).  
       Denote the number of independent edge states as , that is the dimension of the edge 
state space. In the range of 2<N<11, 
ed
3=ed  for N=8 and 10; 2=ed  for N=5, 7, and 9; 2=ed  
for N=4 and 6;  for N=3. 0=ed
 
III. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING 
Klein has argued that the Peierls gap does not exist for infinite wide graphene ribbon 
(here, it is corresponding to an infinite long ZSWCNT). 6 However, since the SUES of 
different  are almost degenerate, they will mix under the distortion of the ending structure 
and lead to a gap via the Jahn-Teller mechanism. Now let us assume that the hydrogen atoms 
have small displacements with respect to their symmetric positions (the H-ring distortion), as 
indicated in Fig.1 (a) by the dashed lines. Since the C-H bonds are polarized and charged, 
lk
16 
the electrons in the molecular orbitals will feel an extra potential proportional to the 
displacements of the hydrogen atoms (e.g., through the dipoles and polarization of the C-H 
bonds), besides the symmetric crystal potential.  
3.1 The distortion potential 
Let the displacement of the j-th hydrogen be jq
v . The H-ring as a 3-dimensional object 
has three vibration modes. The longitudinal mode (in y direction) causes more elastic energy, 
so it will be ignored. On the perpendicular plane, there are radial mode and twisting mode, as 
depictured in Fig. 2 (a), and (b), respectively. The distortion potential acting on the π-orbitals 
can be written as 
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Where jr0
v  is the coordinate of the j-th hydrogen atom. The function ),,()( zyxfrf =v  is even 
in the x and z reflection, and it decreases rapidly as || rv  increases. Since we neglected the 
longitudinal mode, jq
v  has only the x- and z-components { }zxjq , . The potential V describes the 
coupling between the lattice variables { }jqv   and the π-electronic variable ( rv ). Note that V is 
invariant under the CN axial rotation (including lattice and electronic variables, i.e, the 
combinational transformation: axx +→  and ).  zxjzxj qq ,1, −→
 FIG. 2. The distortion modes of the hydrogen ring. (a) The radial breathing mode. 
(b) The twisting mode. The tube axis is perpendicular to the circles. 
 
The displacement of the j-th hydrogen atom can be expanded as 
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As a consequence of this distortion, the SUES will mix with each other subject to the 
symmetry. Because V is a short range interaction, it only affects atomic states that are near to 
the hydrogen (Fig.3). The extended states has very small amplitude at the edge sites, so will 
not be affected by the distortion of the ending bonds. 
 
FIG. 3. The jC  is the carbons nearest to the hydrogen jH , 1±jC  are the second nearest 
to jH , and jC′   and 1−′jC  are the third nearest to jH .  
  
We first consider the x-component of the H-ring distortion. It is useful to remember that 
the wave function )( )1(1 +− jrr vvψ  transforms to )( )1(1 −− jrr vvψ  in the x-reflection transformation 
with respect to x1j. Due to this fact, the uniform distortion in x direction does not affect the 
SUES in the first order approximation. The relevant part of the potential of x-component 
distortion that has non-zero matrix elements in the SUES space is 
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Before the H-ring distortion emerges, it is nature to suppose that  of the j-th hydrogen 
atom are the same as the j-th carbon in the first row, i.e., 
jx0
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Due to the x-reflection symmetry, one has  
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The delta-functions are originated from the rotation symmetry. For ll > , using (8), one has 
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When ll < , *x llQ −  is replaced by x llQ − . We have defined )/()1)(1( 22 llllll ccccf −−= if 
2/, Nll ≠  and at the D point, llNl ccf /)1( 22/, −= . The diagonal element . 0=Ωll
      Now, we consider the z-component distortion. It is expected that the C-H bonds are 
polarized and charged. Due to the repulsive interaction of the ending bonds, the C-H bonds 
will bend outward, i.e., leading to a uniform radial deformation, 010 >−= jj zzδ . The 
uniform radial deformation does not break the axial symmetry and its effect has been 
accounted in the symmetric atomic orbitals. Therefore, the z-component distortion emerged 
on the background of a fixed uniform radial deformation. In the other words, the relevant part 
of the potential of the z-component distortion has no contribution from the uniform radial 
deformation of the H-ring. Its general form is 
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The matrix element between two SUES states lΨ  ans lΨ , with ll > , reads 
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We have defined 
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As a consequence of the nonzero δ , the matrix element  is nonzero. The off-diagonal 
elements with  or  will be neglected. Since 
jjjv
jj ≠′ jj ≠′′ δ  is small, one can expand  in jjjv δ  
and keep the leading term. Due to the symmetry, the leading term is proportional to δ , i.e., 
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Then (18) becomes 
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When ll < , *z llQ −  is replaced by z llQ − . The diagonal elements are zero. 
        Following the standard perturbation theory for degenerate states, the physical realized 
edge states can be found by diagonalizing the matrix , which has elements zrel
x
relrel VVV +=
llllllV Σ+Ω= , with 3/2)(3/ NllN <<  and edll <− || . 
For the edge state space of , i.e., for N=4 and 6, there is only one edge state and no 
symmetry breaking. We will focus on the ZSWCNT of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional edge state space.  The former includes N=5,7, and 9. The latter includes N=8,10, 
and 12. The distortion for larger N is small as the displacement has a factor 1/N (section 4). 
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3.2 Two-dimensional edge state space 
The edge state space has the bases { }100 , +ΨΨ ll . The distortion mixes them to form the 
physical states 
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 The level  is double occupied. Therefore, the electronic energy gain via the H-ring 
distortion is .  
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3.3 Three-dimensional edge state space 
The edge state space has the bases { }12/2/12/ ,, +− ΨΨΨ NNN , where  is the D point 
edge state. The matrix elements are 
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The deduced distortion matrix is written as 
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One can see that . If 01 >E 2/πγ > , 02 <E  and . While 03 >E 2/πγ < , . The 
occupation of these levels depends on the chemical energy, 
032 << EE
μ , that is the energy for adding 
one electron to the apex. It can be adjusted by the local electric field. In principle, μ  also 
includes the correlation energy of electrons, which has been neglected in the present paper. 
If both  and  are double occupied by electrons, the electronic energy gain is 
, which increases monotonically as 
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have explicit expressions with this phase relation, 
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3.4 Elastic energy and stable distortion 
        Since the distortion causes elastic energy, the components of displacements that make no 
electronic energy gain have zero values. For small distortion, the elastic energy reads, 
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Where K  is the spring constant of bending a C-H bond. The total energy for the distortion is 
the elastic energy subtracted by the electronic energy gain, 
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By minimizing the total energy, one can find the stable distortion.  
Note that the elastic energy does not depend on the phases of the distortion components. 
Therefore one can choose the phases to maximize the electronic energy gain, as we have done 
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Where φ  is an arbitrary phase,  the number of electrons in the state  respectively. 
Note that the symmetry is recovered when both levels are double occupied. 
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For ZSWCNT with , the elastic energy reads, 3=ed
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Substitute  (50)-(53) into (47), the elastic energy is written as 
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The phases are added according to the previous arguments. Another solution of (55) is 0=A , 
which is not a minimum point of the total energy. 
(b) State  single occupied and  double occupied 3E 2E
The electronic energy gain is 22)( 22)2/2( BABA
b
e +==−Δ πφφ . The minimum of total 
energy gives 
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Generally, Eq.(61)-(62) can not be fulfilled simultaneously, except 0=A  or . For 0=B 0=A  
and , one has  and 0≠B 011 == xz QQ
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It can be verified that this is not a minimum point of total energy. For  and , one 
has  and 
0=B 0≠A
022 == xz QQ
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This is a minimum point of the total energy. Therefore, there is only  distortion in the 
case that the lowest edge state is double occupied and the second lowest edge state is single 
occupied. The corresponding distortion displacements are 
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IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY 
In summary, the theory suggests that the axial rotation symmetry of the (N, 0) SWCNTs 
with its opened end saturated by hydrogen atoms is broken spontaneously if N=5 or ,  
due to the coupling between the edge states of the electron and the distortion of the H-ring 
that ending the tube. There are degenerate configurations of the distorted H-ring that 
minimize the total energy, as reflected by an arbitrary continuous phase (
7≥N
)φ . It is found that 
the phase different between the x and z distortion is fixed to 2/π . The z-component distortion 
is possible only if the radius of the H-ring is different from the radius of the ZSWCNT.  
The general distortion matrix has been deduced. The distortion does not break the 
symmetry for N<5 and N=6. On the other hand, the distortion is smaller for larger N. The 
energy levels and the wave functions of the edge states for nontrivial ZSWCNTs under the 
distortion of ending bonds with  and N=12 have been explicitly given. For N=5, 7, and 
9, there are two edge states on one end of the tube. The only distortion mode has the wave 
number 
10≤N
Na/π . When both edge states are double occupied, the axial rotational symmetry 
will be recovered; otherwise, the symmetry is breaking. For N=8,10, and 12, there are three 
edge states on one end of the tube. The possible distortion would have wave numbers Na/π  
and Na/2π  if the lowest two edge states are double occupied. However, when the lowest 
edge state is double occupied while the second lowest one is single occupied, only Na/π  is 
possible.  
Since the symmetry is sensitive to the occupation of the edge states, we predict that the 
symmetry will be changed as the neutral apex is charged and lead to a sudden change of 
electron density pattern at the apex of the tube. Note that the occupation depends on the 
chemical energy of adding an electron to the apex, and the chemical energy depends on the 
local electric field at the edge and ultimately on the applied field. This would explain the 
change of FE pattern with applied field that had been observed in the experiment. 11 
A rough estimation for the spring constant K is 3.7 eV/ Å2 (Recalling that the vibration 
mode is about 1000cm-1 for trans-polyacetylene). Supposing the distortion is resemble to the 
dipole potential of a charge eχ  shifted by a distance q , then the order of uλ  should be the 
same as ~ 1.7)/(~)4/( 220
2 aaEae Bohrhχπεχ χ  eV/Å, where  is the Hartree energy and 
 the Bohr radius, while 
hE
Bohra 1<χ  takes into account the effective charge and the overlap of 
atomic wave functions. Then the x-component of the distortion is in the order of 
χλ 46.0~/ Ku Å.  If the factor 1.0~χ , as the order of the second nearest neighbor transfer 
enregy divided by the Hartree energy, one expects the distortion amplitudes in the order of 
0.05Å.  
Although the amplitudes of the distortion would be very small, but it could have 
profound impact on the symmetry of the local density of states, as the mixing of edge states 
exists in the limitation of zero amplitude of the distortion. As edge states are most relevant to 
the field electron emission experiment, we thus propose here that the relation between the 
observable FE images and the edge states would provide a technique to probe the quantum 
states of nanostructures, which would be helpful for extracting information on both charge 
density and phase of the states. 
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